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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1231: Blissful Life 

At the end of the battle, Jin Zeyu and the others who were completely shocked by the 4 little ones finally 

came back to their senses. 

Zhang Yi pointed at the Little Golden Dragon, the main force of the battle, and stammered, “Brother Xi 

Yue, they… what kind of magical beast are they? How can they be so powerful? They look so harmless 

on the surface, but they are such powerful magical beasts! Are they rank 4?” 

Hexi smiled and said lightly, “You can ask them.” 

It was not that Hexi didn’t want to say it, but she also couldn’t tell the origins of these spiritual pets. 

They are so surprised by this strenght only? 

Hehe… then they will be even more shocked. 

What’s more, Purple Abyss Vine, the truly strongest one, hasn’t been revealed yet! 

The Purple Abyss Vine, which was kept in the void, sensed Hexi’s mood, and her branches and leaves 

swayed proudly and happily. 

Master said that I’m the most powerful one. Yes, I’m master’s greatest helper! Hehehe! 

Along the way, Qian Dazhuang and others experienced an arduous journey from shock and surprise to 

numbness and accustomed to it. 

When they finally entered the rank 5 magical beast area and watched those rank 5 magical beasts, that 

the Gold Core Stage could barely deal with, being stomped by the 4 little ones, they felt that the result 

was normal. 

Jin Zeyu, Zhang Chong and others who were worried and nervous also became relaxed after following 

the 4 little ones for a while. 

Zhang Chong sighed, “I used to follow the elite group of Academy Student Council officers to do 

missions, but I have never encountered such an easy mission. I feel that I’m here to just make up the 

number. There’s no difference between of having me here at all!” 

“Hahaha…” Qian Dazhuang said with a smile, “Aren’t we the same, but it’s great to not be in danger.” 

Little Egg and the little ones were also very happy, because their empty void was finally filled with 

ingredients again. 

As long as the mission was over, they could eat the food cooked by Hexi. The life could only be described 

as blissful. 

After traveling for a day and a half, they finally arrived at the edge between the rank 5 magical beast and 

the rank 6 magic beast. 
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Between the rank 5 magical beast and the rank 6 magical beast area, there was a safe area without 

magical beasts. There were also many rare spiritual herbs growing in it. Although most of them were 

rank 3 or 4, for the poor students of the Huang Medical Branch, it was a huge wealth! 

And in this safe area, there were usually magical beast eggs or cubs, which could grow into a powerful 

spiritual pet. 

However, to enter this safe area, one needed to pass through the dense army of rank 5 magical beasts. 

Most people couldn’t even reach here. 

But because of the Little Golden Dragon beside Hexi, most of the rank 5 magical beasts retreated under 

the dragon demeanor, so they smoothly entered the safe area. 

“Brother Xi Yue, we finally came to this blessed place in the Sun Moon Mountain Range. I want to go in 

and see if I can find suitable spiritual pets for my brother and I.” 

“Senior Xi Yue, we… we also want to collect some spiritual herbs. The spiritual herbs here are very rare.” 

Hexi smiled lightly, “Okay, go ahead. Gather here before noon.” 

Zhang Yi and others were overjoyed when they heard the words, and Jin Zeyu and the others also 

decided to split up to find some suitable spiritual herbs. 
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Chapter 1232: Settle Old Accounts 

After all, being able to enter this safe area was the luck that many people couldn’t look forward to in 

their entire lives, so they didn’t want to miss this opportunity. What’s more, there was no magical beast 

here, so it had almost no danger. 

Little Egg patted Hexi’s chest and said, “Mother, you can rest here. We promise to collect spiritual herbs 

and magical beast eggs for you!” 

Hexi nodded his head and sneered, “The more spiritual herbs, the better, but forget about the magic 

beast eggs. Am I not tired enough to raise you little ancestors?” 

Little Egg tilted his head and said without hesitation, “Who said that magical beast eggs are collected to 

be raised, of course they are collected as food! Mom, didn’t you say that egg custard is delicious?” 

Hexi: “…” Very good, Little Egg you can do it! 

When everyone was far away, Hexi looked around and saw a huge towering tree with dense branches 

and leaves, and it was impossible to see what was above it from below. 

She smiled leisurely, then she leaped onto the branch, closed her eyes and entered the void. 

She could just take advantage of this time to take a break and condense her fundamental essence. 

2 hours later, Jin Zeyu and his subordinates returned. 

Qian Dazhuang looked around for a while, then they used Divine Sense to check carefully before asking 

strangely, “Why isn’t Xi Yue here?” 
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“Maybe he also went to collect spiritual herbs nearby?” Chen Xiaofeng asked excitedly while counting 

the spiritual herbs in the storage ring. “We are really lucky this time. Thanks to Xi Yue that we are to be 

able to enter this blessed land of Sun Moon Mountain Range!” 

When Qian Dazhuang heard this, his face was full of longing. He said with a loud voice like a broken 

gong, “Where the hell did Xi Yue get those spiritual pets? They are really amazing. Only if only I could get 

1 too.” 

Hong An, the more quiet among the four, suddenly supported Jin Zeyu, who was pale, and asked 

worriedly, “Boss, are you feeling unwell again?” 

Jin Zeyu coughed twice. His face flushed abnormally. As he waved his hand and wanted to say that he 

was fine, 

A man suddenly laughed mockingly behind him, “Tsk tsk, I didn’t expect you guys to get in here. It really 

took me a while to find you guys. However, my efforts are paid off. Jin Zeyu, I finally found you.” 

When the 4 of them heard the words, their expressions suddenly changed. They all turned their heads 

to look in the direction of the rank 5 magical beast area not far away. 

7 young men in Heaven Medical Branch costumes walking slowly. 

Seeing the people coming, Jin Zeyu’s body trembled violently and murmured, “Wu Jintian!” 

As the name was uttered, his heart sank little by little. The only thing left was despair and unwillingness. 

The 7 people in front of them were all at the Gold Core Stage. Wu Jintian was even at the Gold Core 

Stage later stage. From the fact that they could easily pass through the rank 5 magical beast area, he 

knew that their cultivation was definitely not low. 

Even if Zhang Chong and the others came back now, even with the help of Xi Yue’s magical beasts, they 

could not be the opponents of these 7 people. 

Seeing the panic and despair in Jin Zeyu’s eyes, the leader young man showed a cheerful smile on his 

distorted face, “Jin Zeyu, I thought you were going to hide in the academy like a tortoise for the rest of 

your life? Although it’s a bit dog, you can at least save your dog life. I didn’t expect that you dared to 

come out. Hahaha… then don’t blame me for settling old accounts with you!” 
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Chapter 1233: Kill Them All 

Qian Dazhuang and the others suddenly returned to their senses, hurried to Jin Zeyu, and guarded him 

firmly behind them. 

Chen Xiaofeng said more solemnly, “Wu Jintian, how did you know we are in the Sun Moon Mountain 

Range? Did Tu Yonghao tell you?” 

Wu Jintian sneered, “How I know is not important. The important matter is that you are going to die 

here today!” 
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Chen Xiaofeng glanced at the 7 people. The more he looked, the desperate he became. With their 

cultivation, they wouldn’t be the opponents of these 7 people. Wu Jintian alone could deal with them. 

However, were they going to die here after struggling to survive for so many years? 

Chen Xiaofeng gritted his teeth and looked at Wu Jintian with a little pleading in his eyes, “Wu Jinshui, 

the grievance between you and us has passed for so many years. Boss Jin’s cultivation has mostly been 

abolished, and he was kicked out of Heaven Medical Branch. Such a pain and torture still can relieve 

your hatred? Why do you still want to kill all of us?” 

“Hahahaha…” Chen Xiaofeng’s obvious begging for mercy made Wu Jintian and the others burst into 

laughter. Their faces were full of contempt and cruelty, “Chen Xiaofeng, are you scared? Want to beg for 

mercy? Okay, As long as you kill Jin Zeyu, I will let you go, how about that?” 

Chen Xiaofeng’s face turn dark, and he suddenly raised his voice, “Wu Jinshui, don’t get carried away. If 

the academy finds out that you have murdered your classmates, do you think you will end well?” 

Wu Jinshui sneered, and the people behind him also looked unscrupulous. One of the young man with 

makeup laughed slyly, “Hehe, no one in the school knew that we came to this Sun Moon Mountain 

Range and found you. Even if you really die here, the people in the academy will only think that you 

challenged the heaven level mission beyond your own strength and failed in the end.” 

“I think, Jin Zeyu must know better than everyone else? How tragic the failure of the heaven level 

mission was, hahaha…” 

Seeing that Chen Xiaofeng was going to talk, Qian Dazhuang couldn’t help but shout, “Ah Feng, why still 

talk nonsense with them. These bastards are determined to kill boss. Do you think they will really let us 

go?” 

“Qian Dazhuang, you’re right!” Wu Jinshui sneered. His cold eyes turned to Jin Zeyu, and he slowly said, 

“Jin Zeyu, you kicked me out of the finals list in the big competition back then, humiliated in front of 

people. I even lost my chance to go to Siam Continent forever. I swear by my name Wu Jinshui that day, 

I will repay this hatred tenfold and a hundredfold on you. Today, I finally get the chance!” 

Qian Dazhuang flushed and shouted angrily, “It’s clear that you used despicable methods in the 

competition, and you even ruthlessly abolished your opponent cultivation. Boss was already good to just 

kick you out of the competition. You didn’t feel grateful, but now you even…” 

“Da Zhuang, no need to talk more with him.” Jin Zeyu said slowly, “He won’t listen.” 

Yes, there were people like them in this world. They could only see what others owe them, but they 

couldn’t see the evil deeds they had done. 

They would only hate the injustice that others had treated them, but they would never reflect on 

themselves. 

To such a person, it would be a waste of time to say more. 
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Chapter 1234: Life and Death Together 
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As soon as he finished speaking, Jin Zeyu channeled spiritual power and released a cluster of green mist. 

Instantly, everything around became sticky and heavy. Even the dust floating in the air was absorbed by 

the mist. 

Everyone’s vision became blurred. 

Jin Zeyu coughed in a low voice, suppressed the surging blood in his heart, pushed his 3 companions and 

said in a hoarse voice from the mist, “Go! Go to Zhang Chong and Xi Yue immediately! “ 

“Boss—!” 

“Boss, what are you doing?!” 

The anxious call came from not far away, but Jin Zeyu seemed to have not heard it. He formed gestures, 

making the mist even thicker as if it would suffocate people’s breathing. 

This move [Green Mist Forest] was a very powerful killing move, and it could only be used if one had the 

dual sky spiritual root of water and wood or the mutated sky spiritual root of these 2 types. In Miluo 

Continent, the sky spiritual root of the wood type almost couldn’t be found, and the mutated sky 

spiritual root of the wood type was even more rare; Jin Zeyu was one of them. 

However, no matter how powerful the ultimate move was, if it was used with the cultivation of the 

Meridians Stage, it wouldn’t be able to exert 0.01% of its true power. 

Wu Jinshui’s disdainful and arrogant sneer came from the mist, “Jin Zeyu, do you think you are still the 

best president of the Academy Student Council? Now your trick [Green Mist Forest] is just worse than 

the annoying juggling in my eyes.” 

As soon as the voice came, a crimson flame suddenly ignited, and the surrounding temperature rose 

rapidly. Soon, the sticky and moist green mist evaporated. 

Wu Jinshui saw Jin Zeyu hiding behind a tree at a glance. He had a pale face and bloodstains on his 

mouth. 

He couldn’t help laughing. His body and the long sword in his hand merged into 1 and whistled toward 

Jin Zeyu. 

He wanted to break Jin Zeyu’s tendons first, then he would crush his meridians and bones inch by inch, 

smash his dantian and feed his body to the magical beast. 

“Bang——” A loud noise came, Wu Jinshui was forced to take 2 steps back and stopped attacking. 

Jin Zeyu’s face changed greatly, and he exclaimed, “Da Zhuang, wha… what are you doing?!” 

Qian Dazhuang’s huge body like a mountain stood firmly in front of Jin Zeyu. His face looked suffering, 

then he spouted blood. 

Accompanied by the sound of bones breaking. 

The tower-like burly man almost fell down in front of Jin Zeyu as if his body was boneless. 

However, all of a sudden, some kind of strength was supporting him. 



The body that had fallen down suddenly stood up straight, and he once again stood in front of Jin Zeyu. 

Jin Zeyu’s lips trembled violently. After a while, he said angrily in a hoarse voice, “Qian Dazhuang, what 

are you doing? Don’t even you treat me as your boss now, you don’t even listen to me? Their target is 

me, not you. Leave now! Do you hear me?” 

“No! I don’t listen!” Qian Dazhuang used a greatsword to support his unstable body, and he said with a 

weak but decisive tone, “Boss, you saved my life. I said that I, Dazhuang, will be with you no matter 

where you are! Even if it’s your order, boss, you can’t make me break the oath I made!” 

“That’s right, boss!” 

Chen Xiaofeng and Hong Anxiu were not as burly as Qian Dazhuang, but they felt a deep regret for not 

helping when Jin Zeyu was in danger. 

At this time, they finally returned to Jin Zeyu’s side. They stood in 3 directions to protect Jin Zeyu tightly. 
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Chapter 1235: Brotherhood 

With red eyes, Chen Xiaofeng turned his back to Jin Zeyu and said in a low voice, “Boss, when we were 

kicked out of Heaven Medical Branch together, we said that we should help each other. We will live 

together and die together in the future. I’m afraid of death, but I’m more afraid of losing my best 

brother than death.” 

Hong An let out a low hum, and he repeated a simple sentence, “Die together!” 

Jin Zeyu stood there dumbfounded. Hot tears streamed down his eyes suddenly. 

He was proud to have such life and death brother. 

However, he felt even more heartache and remorse, because he was going to drag his brother to hell 

with him on this green mountain. 

Jin Zeyu abruptly stepped forward and said hoarsely to Wu Jinshui, “Wu Jinshui, as long as you are 

willing to let go of my brother, I will promise whatever you want me to do?” 

Wu Jinshui showed a distorted and perverted smile. He said, “Including asking you to lick my urine and 

letting you crouch through my crotch?” 

Without any hesitation, Jin Zeyu hissed, “Yes! As long as you can spare them.” 

“Boss, what nonsense are you talking about!” 

“Boss, have you forgotten our oath?” 

“If you want me to watch the boss get humiliated, I’d rather die!” 

Wu Jinshui looked at them scrambling to die, and he couldn’t help laughing, “Such a touching 

brotherhood! Then, I know how to make you Jin Zeyu more painful!” 
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As soon as he finished speaking, he waved to the people behind him with a sinister smile, “You guys 

catch those 3 trash for me. What a wonderful brotherhood. I will let him watch his brothers die one by 

one in front of him. Haha… isn’t it more enjoyable than torturing Jin Zeyu to death?” 

“Wu Jinshui, you dare—!!” Jin Zeyu roared abruptly, staring at Wu Jinshui in hatred. 

The violent roar, mixed with the spiritual power vibration, caused the trees beside to shake violently. 

Some harmless birds without spiritual power were frightened and flew into the sky one after another. 

When Wu Jinshui saw Jin Zeyu’s maddening pain, he felt an indescribable comfort in his heart. 

6 Gold Core Stages versus a half-dead Gold Core Stage and 3 Meridians Stages, the results were 

unquestionable. 

Jin Zeyu was firmly restrained. Qian Dazhuang and the other 2 were forced to kneel on the ground. 

Wu Jinshui walked slowly to Qian Dazhuang while smacking his tongue and shaking his head, “Qian 

Dazhuang, if you didn’t follow Jin Zeyu with all your heart, you might still be able to stay alive in the 

Heaven Medical Branch today. At worst, you can stay in the 4 upper courtyards. Don’t you regret having 

such an ending now?” 

“Bah!” Qian Dazhuang spat at Wu Jinshui and roared, “I only hate that when the boss found out about 

your scandal, he didn’t kill you immediately!” 

“Okay, good! Very good! You are really a real man!” Wu Jinshui lifted his leg and stepped Qian 

Dazhuang’s head into the ground, “I want to see when I crush your dantian and cut your meridians, can 

you still be like a man.” 

Jin Zeyu’s eyes widened in horror, struggling desperately to rush over, “Wu Jinshui, stop! You dare to 

hurt him, I won’t let you go! Dazhuang-!!” 

Seeing that Wu Jinshui’s flying sword was about to slash Qian Dazhuang’s wrist, a purple light flashed 

through. 

With a clanging sound, the flying sword on Wu Jinshui’s hand flew out inexplicably. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1236: Disturbed My Sleep 

Immediately afterward, a cold and pleasant voice came from above, “You guys are so noisy!” 

Immediately, everyone looked upward. 

It was a young man sitting on a high branch, looking down at everyone coldly. 

The golden sunlight shined through the mottled and interlaced green branches and leaves on the young 

man’s white skin. The dense and long eyelashes were like butterfly wings, dancing gently. Her lips were 

more tender than the flower petals. In a trance, they felt holy and tender. 

It made people want to ravage, but they couldn’t approach in awe. 
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Wu Jinshui was in a daze for a while. After he gained power in Heaven Medical Branch, he played with 

many girls. However, he had never seen a girl who could be as enchanting as the young man in front of 

him. 

The atmosphere froze for a while. Everyone’s eyes were fixed on the young man. Those deep and clear 

phoenix eyes; that delicate and fair skin; those slender straight legs that swayed gently. 

This atmosphere continued until Jin Zeyu suddenly returned to his senses and shouted out 2 words, “Xi 

Yue——!” 

The young man on the high branch heard the call, and he jumped down. 

It was like a green silk fluttered gently, accompanied by the slightly bulging robe, blowing a breeze with 

the medicinal fragrance. 

Hexi landed in the middle, looked at Jin Zeyu and said, “Is it noon?” 

She was in the void just now, and she finally felt that the fundamental essence had entered a state of 

nourishment and harmony. 

The spiritual power in the void slowly revolved around her, allowing her to experience unprecedented 

comfort and relaxation. 

This kind of feeling was very wonderful and intoxicating. It was completely different from the usual 

cultivation. It was not hard at all. She just felt intoxicated and unwilling to wake up. 

However, at such a comfortable moment, the void suddenly vibrated violently, indicating that someone 

was approaching and was fighting. 

She had to withdraw from the wonderful realm, how could she feel good? 

Jin Zeyu opened his mouth and was about to speak. 

Wu Jinshui on the side suddenly exclaimed as if he had seen a ghost, “Xi… Xi Yue?! You’re Xi Yue?!” 

Wu Jinshui was a student of Heaven Medical Branch, so he of course met Xi Yue before. 

However, when he met Xi Yue in the past, she always looked cold and withdrawn like refusing to 

communicate to people. 

Although they knew that she had a beautiful appearance, when they first saw her, people tended to 

forget her appearance and only focused on her biting aura. 

It wasn’t until just now that Wu Jinshui discovered that Xi Yue… Xi Yue was such a beautiful young man, 

so beautiful that he forgot that Xi Yue was a ‘man’. He wanted to own her and press her under his body. 

Hexi squinted and glanced coldly at Wu Jinshui, and she smiled slowly, “Just now, is it you who disturbed 

my sleep?” 

Wu Jinshui swallowed his saliva. His greedy and evil eyes looked around Hexi recklessly, and he sneered, 

“Xi Yue, I know you accept the mission with Jin Zeyu and these trash, but I advise you to not meddle in 

our business. Otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude!” 



The cold killing intent in Hexi’s eyes flashed away, but she smiled, “Meddle into your business? I’m sorry, 

I’m not interested in being nosy, but who let you disturb my sleep?” 
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Wu Jinshui took a step forward, showing a lewd smile, “I disturbed your sleep? Then I’ll accompany you 

to sleep later, how about that?” 

“Sleep with me?” Hexi slowly smirked. The smile on her face was bright and brilliant, which made her 

face even more breathtaking. 

Wu Jinshui swallowed his saliva. 

Jin Zeyu said anxiously, “Xi Yue, run now. This matter has nothing to do with you. You’re not their 

opponent…” 

As soon as he finished saying the word “opponent”, he saw her raise her hand and flick her 5 as if she 

was casually picking flowers. 

However, Wu Jinshui, who was not far away, suddenly let out a shrill scream, then he slammed into a 

big tree. 

This change made everyone present dumbfounded. 

When Wu Jinshui got up from the ground, his whole face was contorted together. His eyes were full of 

malicious intention, “You ungrateful bitch! You are just at the Foundation Establishment stage. You are 

just praised by those idiots in the academy for a few days, and you think you are so good now?!” 

Everyone was shocked and dumbfounded by Xi Yue’s courage. Obviously, Wu Jinshui’s side far 

outnumbered them in both numbers and cultivation. How could Xi Yue have the courage to attack Wu 

Jinshui first? 

Chen Xiaofeng said even more anxiously, “Xi Yue, can you contact your spiritual pets? Quick… quickly let 

them come back to save you. You must leave here immediately, otherwise…” 

Hexi brushed off the dust and leaves on his clothes, and she casually interrupted Chen Xiaofeng, “Will I 

be wanted by the academy if I kill an academy student in the Sun Moon Mountain Range?” 

Jin Zeyu stepped forward with guilt and pain in his eyes, and said tremblingly, “Xi Yue, please run. I don’t 

want to hurt anyone anymore. No one knew they entered the Sun Moon Mountain Range. Even if they 

killed us, the people in the academy will only think that we were killed by magical beast. They will never 

show mercy!” 

Wu Jinshui and the others on the side laughed, and Wu Jinshui’s voice was full of viciousness and 

wickedness, “Jin Zeyu, you really like to play the role of a good guy. You can’t protect yourself, but you 

are begging for others. But it’s a pity. Do you think Xi Yue can still run away?” 

Hexi laughed happily when she heard the words. She said with indescribable arrogance, “Oh, so if I kill 

them here, no one will know that it was us who did it?” 
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“What?” Jin Zeyu didn’t react for a while. 

Hexi nodded in satisfaction and said, “Very well, I hate trouble and not be able to cut off the trouble’s 

root cause. Then, I can do it without any scruples.” 

“You bastard, what you can do it without any scruples! Who you think you are…” Wu Jinshui’s face was 

distorted by Hexi’s arrogant attitude, thinking that he must give her a taste of living death. 

However, before his words were finished, a powerful spiritual power surged. 

Immediately afterward, the beautiful young man’s clothes and hair rose freely, and countless purple 

vines rose from her body. 

Purple Abyss Vine formed a net. No one could escape from the net alive. 

The original contempt and certainty on Wu Jinshui’s face suddenly turned into fear. 

An aura that made even his soul tremble and creepy lingered around his body, making him unable to 

move. 

“Ahhh–!!“ 

Chapter 1238: Strength of the Powerhouse 

Jin Zeyu and the others could only see the purple vines engulfing Wu Jinshui and the others. Before they 

could react to what happened, they heard heart-piercing screams and wailing under the purple vines. 

Qian Dazhuang’s injured body swayed. It took a long time for him to utter a trembling sentence, “A… am 

I having an illusion? What happened?” 

A purple vine flicked in front of them. 

Chen Xiaofeng was so frightened that he stumbled under his feet and almost fell to the ground, but it 

was Hong An who kindly helped him, so he didn’t lose make a gafe. 

Chen Xiaofeng looked at the young man who showed a cold smile in fright. He felt that his previous 

overestimation of Xi Yue was ridiculously low. 

Xi Yue had made a mess in the Miracle Healer Academy when she entered Miracle Healer Academy. 

She seemed to be weak and beautiful, and her cultivation was low, but she had never been a weak 

person, but a king who truly stood at the top, making them feel extravagant even looking up at her. 

Among the 4, Jin Zeyu was definitely shocked the most. 

Because he once stood at the top of this academy where no one could match him, so he knew the 

strength of the real powerhouse. 

However, the spiritual oppression that erupted from Xi Yue just now shocked him. 

How can that be the spiritual pressure from a Foundation Establishment stage martial artists? How can 

that be the strength of a Foundation Establishment stage martial artists? 

Even if I was at my peak, facing Xi Yue, I might not have the strength to contend. 



Who is this young man? 

The screams became more and more desperate and weaker until they disappeared. 

The purple vine “Guji” hiccupped and returned to Hexi happily. 

On the ground, there were 6 corpses lying randomly. Each with a huge opening in the abdomen, and the 

entire dantian disappeared without a trace. 

Little Purple had been very obedient since being warned by Hexi last time at Nalan Mansion not to eat 

all the rubbish. 

So every time she “eats people”, she won’t eat them whole, but she only eats the fattest dantian that 

can improve her cultivation. 

Hexi gently stroked Little Purple who was begging for praise, and there was a sarcastic smile on her face. 

She looked not far away. 

In the center of the 6 corpses, the only surviving one was Wu Jinshui. 

Wu Jinshui was already badly wounded at this time. He was holding a magic weapon that glowed with 

green light in his hand. 

His eyes were full of fear, and there was deep resentment and hatred, “Xi Yue, you dare to kill your 

classmates. When I return to the academy and report to the elders, you will definitely receive the most 

severe punishment. You just wait!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, an inscribed teleportation jade slip appeared in Wu Jinshui’s hand, and 

it was crushed. 

As the inscribed jade slip broke, Wu Jinshui also showed a crazy smile, “Do you think you can kill us all? 

Hahaha, you don’t know right? I have a inscribed random teleportation jade slip. Even I’m teleported to 

an unknown dangerous place, I will definitely go back and expose you. Xi Yue, just wait for my crazy 

revenge!” 

Wu Jinshui spoke freely. He thought he could see the fear on Hexi’s face, but what greeted him was 

Hexi’s pitying and sarcastic smile. 

Immediately afterward, he was horrified to find that he had crushed the inscribed jade slip, but the 

inscribed jade slip did not light up with the light of teleportation at all. 

In other words, the teleportation array did not activate at all. 
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Chapter 1239: Burn to Ashes 

Hexi put her hands around her chest, shook her head slowly and smiled, “Inscribed random 

teleportation jade slip, tsk tsk, I really hate this thing. I’ve suffered over and over again because of this 

thing. How could I… not take any measures to prevent it?” 

Wu Jinshui’s eyes widened in shock. He said with a hoarse voice, “Wh… what did you do…” 
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With the sound of “posh“, a purple vine penetrated from Wu Jinshui’s abdomen. With 2 clicks, his entire 

dantian was quickly swallowed up. 

Wu Jinshui widened his eyes and mouth, wanting to say something, but he could only make an 

unpleasant click sound before collapsing to the ground. 

Since Nalan Yurong and Feng Yunjing used inscribed random teleportation jade slips to escape from her 

eyes one after another, Hexi had been paying attention to this thing. 

She was not proficient in arrays and couldn’t destroy arrays like Nangong Yu. 

However, she had the most straightforward brute force method. 

The enchantment arranged by Purple Abyss Vine could block all spiritual power, sound and smell. 

Without the spiritual power fluctuation, how could the teleportation array be activated? 

Of course, this method could only be aimed at those whose cultivation base was lower than Hexi, but it 

was more than enough to deal with Wu Jinshui. 

Hexi smirked. She was very satisfied with the result. 

A red flame flew out from her hand, quickly swallowing up the bodies of Wu Jinshui and others. In the 

blink of an eye, these Gold Core Stage masters who had just been ferocious were burned to ashes, 

leaving only some residues on the ground. 

Jin Zeyu and the others were all dumbfounded by this scene. 

Qian Dazhuang swayed violently for a while, and he finally couldn’t hold it any longer. He staggered and 

fell forward while muttering, “Oh my god, am I too seriously wounded that I had an illusion?” 

When can a life-saving item such as a random teleportation array be destroyed casually? 

Hexi glanced at them, then she revealed a stunning smile, “If you talk about what just happened, I think 

you all know the consequences very well, right?” 

Chen Xiaofeng was dazzled by the smile, but when he heard the question, he shuddered and hurriedly 

said, “We… we will never say anything! No, we saw nothing. We were just searching for snow 

ganoderma grass along the way, we hadn’t met anyone!” 

Jin Zeyu and the other 2 nodded in unison. 

They were not stupid. This time, they escaped from the dead because of Xi Yue. 

What was more, scums like Wu Jinshui deserved to die. They wouldn’t tell it to anybody until they were 

dumb. 

Hexi nodded in satisfaction, waved her hand casually, and a gust of wind blew up the only remaining 

ashes on the ground. 

Even no ashes were left. 



Just when they finally breathed a sigh of relief, they heard the clear voice of the young man, “It’s best if 

you know what not to speak, otherwise, I will have to let you take some medicine that stops you from 

talking nonsense. “ 

Chen Xiaofeng and Hong An only felt a chill down their backs, and a thin cold sweat oozed out from their 

foreheads. 

Jin Zeyu’s heart skipped a beat. Looking straight at the young man from the side, his eyes were filled 

with hope and fear. 

“Brother Xi Yue…” A hurried call in the distance from far to near interrupted their conversation, “Brother 

Xi Yue, we heard someone fighting in the distance. Are you all right?” 

Chapter 1240: Magical 

Zhang Yi and Zhang Chong came in a hurry. 

But faster than them were the little ones. 

Little Egg jumped into Hexi’s arms, rubbed her neck, and said proudly, “Mother, we have found a lot of 

rare spiritual herbs and spiritual beast eggs!” 

Hexi touched the little one’s head to show encouragement, and Zhang Yi and Zhang Chong, who came in 

a hurry, also discovered the miserable situation of Jin Zeyu and the other 3. 

They were covered in bruises, and Qian Dazhuang seemed to be dying with blood still coming out of his 

mouth. 

Zhang Yi asked nervously, “What happened? Brother Xi Yue, are you all right?” 

Jin Zeyu took the lead and said, “We accidentally entered the rank five magical beast area, and we 

managed to escape with all our might, so we were injured a little bit. We happened to meet Xi Yue 

here…” 

Zhang Yi was relieved when he heard that Brother Xi Yue, whom he admired, was neither injured nor in 

danger. 

Zhang Chong frowned suspiciously. He looked at the wounds on Jin Zeyu and others. 

This doesn’t seem like… the wounds caused by a magical beast right? 

Such a thought was just fleeting. In any case, it was good that several of them were not injured. 

Just as they were talking, Fang Yuan and the others also hurried back. They were shocked to see the 

miserable state of Qian Dazhuang and the others. 

“Senior Xi Yue, what’s going on?” 

Hexi didn’t answer Fang Yuan’s words, but she threw out a bottle of elixir, “Heal them first. We don’t 

have much time. After the rest tonight, we will enter the rank five magical beast area.” 

Jin Zeyu looked at Qian Dazhuang’s near-death wound with a worried and pleading look on his face. 



In his opinion, it was impossible to heal such a serious injury overnight. 

However, what greeted him was the cold and cruel smile of Xi Yue. This young man would not stop for 

strangers. If they couldn’t keep up with her pace, they could only be left behind. 

Seeing Fang Yuan hurriedly taking out medicinal pills to treat Qian Dazhuang, Jin Zeyu sighed softly. 

“Boss, boss!” 

Jin Zeyu was still sleepy, but Qian Dazhuang’s excited voice could be heard faintly in his ears. 

He slowly opened his eyes, and what caught his eye was Qian Dazhuang’s dark and healthy face with 

some red spots. 

He grinned, showing his white teeth, stretched out his hands and made a Popeye pose. He said loudly, 

“Boss, did you see, I have recovered, fully recovered! Hahaha, I told you Xi Yue’s elixir is amazing right?” 

Qian Dazhuang was notoriously loud, and everyone was woken up by this shout. 

Chen Xiaofeng and Hong An were excited when they saw Qian Dazhuang who had recovered. Later, they 

found that their injuries had completely healed. Even better, they were refreshed and in better 

condition than before the injury. 

Chen Xiaofeng looked at the empty bottle, and he muttered in amazement, “Is this the efficacy of the 

best quality pills? The upper grade medicinal pills of the Doctors Association can’t compare with this at 

all!” 

Zhang Yi nodded without hesitation. His eyes were full of admiration and trust for Xi Yue, “How can the 

Doctors Association be compared with Brother Xi Yue? Brother Xi Yue can cure the diseases that the 

Doctors Association cannot cure; Brother Xi Yue can refine the medicine that the Doctors Association 

can’t; Brother Xi Yue is much more powerful than the sanctimonious old guys in the Doctors 

Association!” 

Zhang Chong covered his brother’s mouth and whispered, “You can’t talk nonsense like this! Especially 

in the academy, you hear me?” 

 


